
Data Science Learning is a startup that aims to build data science skills for
Spanish-speaking individuals. We believe that the knowledge economy is not
based on diplomas but on skills, especially when dealing with technology. We
are applying the concept of microlearning, in which we build a real-world
solution in hours to enable the student to start learning one skill so that they
continue their learning journey in an easier way.

Baldr Medical aims to deliver easy, low-cost, highly accurate light-based
diagnostic tools for helping patients and physicians across the globe.

DEAFine is an online shop that sells d/Deaf/HoH community themed products to
create awareness of its culture, promote inclusion, improve accessibility, and
combat stigma.
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Conducttivo Nanofibers
Technologies

datasciencelearning.us

Conducttivo Nanofibers Technologies is engaging in the fabrication of
smart aerosol and particle filtration for masks using nanofiber composite
mesh.

https://datasciencelearning.us/


Epsilon  R  Fiber is  3D  printer filament  fabrication  company which provides 
 electrically  function filaments  for  additive manufacturing of RF and
Microwave devices. Electromagnetically functional material allows for
miniaturization of complex communication systems. Communication systems
with spatially varying material properties and complex  geometry  are feasible
by combining functional material based additive manufacturing.

A unified platform for university resources to stimulate earlier student career
development.

LiveEDU (Live pronounced as verb) is a is a data-driven, gamification learning
technique designed to enhance care delivery, and aid patients and their
families in discharge training and exit programs.

@USFCONNECT@USF-CONNECT

Lion and the Lamb is an online retailer that sells embroidered Christian
apparel. The company's vision is to share hope through high-quality, faith-
based apparel and their mission is to help revive poor communities in the U.S.
For every sweatshirt sold, $5 is donated to the Second Chances Dream Center,
a ministry serving the homeless and needing communities in Tampa.

Lokabrenna Dynamics is a startups focused on consultation, prototyping, and
product develipment for engineered robotics and controlled systems.

Lokabrenna Dynamics

lionandthelamb.us

liveedu.live

maka.social

Maka Social is committed to reducing depression by ending the feeling of
being alone in a crowd. We are producing an app that makes it easy for users
to talk to and form lasting friendships with the people around them every
day. We do this by addressing the three fears which prevent us from making
these connections on our own: the fear of physical harm, the fear of
rejection, and the fear of having nothing to say.

https://lionandthelamb.us/
https://liveedu.live/
https://www.maka.social/
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New Wave PPE is a company designed with people and the planet in mind.
Using biodegradable components, it creates personal protective equipment
that not only safeguards people, but also the environment by providing eco-
friendly options from natural, sustainable and stable materials.

NetOtt Solutions is a technology provider built upon continuous interest in
the field of computing to offer quality and cost-effective technologies for
the marine market.

Mamjoo learning is an online foreign language learning platform which aids
language learners in applying language to their daily life. Mamjoo provides
video calling with a native speaker in the learner's target language, a self-
correcting language journal, and partner learning resources to improve
language acquisition.

Maker   Marvel  is   an   online  e-commerce   website   to  trade   electronics 
 and  robotics components. It is aimed to provide a one stop shop for all
components required by all maker, student’s, hobbyists, and engineers. The
unique web and app-based interface makes it smooth to buy or resell any
equipment online.

strandedinotter.space

Nature's Algorithm is an organic farming, lifestyle medicine and
biotechnology startup focused on addressing food insecurity, climate
change, and the rise in mental health concerns through the growth &
development of environmentally sustainable biological technologies.

http://strandedinotter.space/
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The Service Index is a website/app that provides users with a personalized
list of all free/discounted services that are available and relevant to them,
enabling them to easily find everything that they can utilize and make the
most of public assistance and private charities.

Samagreen is revolutionizing single use medical devices by making them
biodegradable and more patient friendly. There will be a monumental
impact on the environment, city waste management systems and patient
needs with the launch of these product in the bio engineering industry.

The Recycling link connects businesses online with each other to help
maximize profits and find available rebate programs in their area or
nationwide for their recyclables and reusable by-products. Businesses can
connect with others online seeking to buy or sell their reusables, and use our
platform to earn how to become certified in various sustainable programs
currently available.

Safe Driving Toolkit teaches students about complex driving issues using
Virtual Reality.

safe-driving-toolkit.com

samagreen.com

ShopSmart is a bespoke shopping application that empowers customers by
providing them with personalized information regarding products, brands,
and companies' sustainability impact and individual adherence to shoppers’
lifestyle preferences.

Peace Of Med is a software aimed at giving patients peace of mind at any and
every medical encounter. It offers seamless communication of patient
information, allowing health care providers to focus on providing the best
patient care possible.

https://safe-driving-toolkit.com/
https://samagreen.com/


VYTL LIFE is here to change our relationship with food. Aiming to merge
traditional medicine with our modern lifestyle, VYTL LIFE is reimagining the
future of wellness and nutrition.

@USFCONNECT@USF-CONNECT

The Essential Business is an Environmental, Health, Safety & Sustainability
(EHS&S) consulting firm designed to assist small business owners with
pandemic response, employee safety, and interior architectural alterations.
Through the achievement of these tasks, small businesses will benefit from
cost reduction, improved brand image, increased consumer confidence, and
many other business-improving advantages.

Swirl is a brand that produces toilet sanitizer for women. The toilet sanitizer
comes in small to-go bottles for individual use & the brand also manufactures
dispensers of toilet sanitizer for airports, office buildings, malls, universities,
etc (high traffic areas). The sanitizer cleans public toilet seats with added fruity
scents so that women can sit down comfortably on the go.

Stuby is an app the provides a platform in which students can connect.
Students can like or dislike each other based on academic strengths. If two
students are enrolled in common classes and complement each other's
strengths, they will be able to begin a conversation and potentially
meet up to study.

SRTech provides sustainable resource recovery from wastewater treatment.
Our technology removes the nitrogen and phosphorus from wastewater and
saves the energy and chemicals to produce valuable biomass and bioproducts
as biofertilizers, animal foods and biofuels.


